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This document is intended for Core Curriculum Programme Mentors.
It explains this role and explores the Soft Key Competences. These
are defined and the outcomes of each competence are unpacked.
This document offers guidelines to the mentor on how these
outcomes can be achieved through project based learning.
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A strong sense of efficacy enhances human accomplishment and personal well-being
in many ways. People with high assurance in their capabilities approach difficult
tasks as challenges to be mastered rather than as threats to be avoided. They set
themselves challenging goals and maintain strong commitment to them, becoming
deeply engrossed in learning, and heightening and sustaining their efforts in the face
of failure. They quickly recover their sense of efficacy after failures and setbacks,
attributing failure to insufficient effort or deficient knowledge and skills which are
acquirable…

In contrast, people who doubt their capabilities shy away from difficult tasks, which
they view as personal threats. They have low aspirations and weak commitment to
the goals they choose to pursue. When faced with difficult tasks, they dwell on their
personal deficiencies and anticipate obstacles and adverse outcomes, rather than
concentrating on how to perform successfully. They not only slacken their efforts and
give up quickly, but are slow to recover their sense of efficacy following failure or
setbacks. Viewing their insufficient performance as deficient aptitude, they quickly
lose faith in their own capabilities.

(Bandura, 1994, p.71)
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The Core Curriculum Programme Mentor
The CCP Mentor for Form 1
CCP students need a lot of care and the school is there to provide what should come as a prerequisite for learning to take place. The CCP Mentor will have 1 lesson in her/his time-table
dedicated to follow the CCP learners and to develop projects in order to achieve soft competences’
outcomes. During this lesson, the mentor will meet the group and provide opportunities for these
students to work on projects that instil asset of knowledge, skills and attitudes in the following:
Learning to learn
Sense of Initiative and Entrepreneurship
Cultural awareness and expression
Social and Civic Competences
When the CCP Mentor will meet the learners, they will discuss progress in pre-set learning outcomes
of the different CCP subjects. The subject files containing the evidence of work and achievements
developed by the learners (and kept by the subject teachers for these learners) will be explored
together with the learners. The mentor and these learners will discuss achievements, strengths,
difficulties that this evidence is showing. In so doing the learners will understand where they stand
in their learning, what questions need to be asked, where their strengths lie and what needs to be
done to overcome weaknesses. This is intended to develop the learning to learn competence.
The CCP Mentor will also develop projects through which CCP learners are given the opportunity to
reach Level 1 outcomes with regards to the Soft Competences. Such outcomes are unpacked in the
document Descriptors of Key Competences and can be downloaded from
http://www.ncfhe.org.mt/uploads/filebrowser/Descriptors_of_Key_Competences.pdf.
It is recommended that this is done through the development of Independent Living Skills projects,
Creative Expressions projects, Communicative English project and the Career Education project as
explained in the Core Curriculum Programme.
The CCP Mentor will have the flexibility to decide how many lessons out of the four per week will be
dedicated to the projects and how many will be used for learning to learn through the files
evaluations.
It is important to note that (i) no teacher can be a mentor of more than one CCP class, (ii) the
selection of students for CCP will be by the cut off marks and you will be informed about the cut off
points in another circular and (iii) the regulations of not more than two LSA per class still applies in a
CCP class as well.
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The CCP Mentor for Form 3, Form 4 and Form 5
The CCP Mentor will have 4 lessons per week (those which are usually assigned to the second
option) dedicated to follow the CCP learners. During these lessons, the mentor will meet the group
either as a whole, or part of it, or individual learners depending on the project being done or the
competence being explored.
The CCP Mentor will not be responsible for the extra Maltese/English/Mathematics lessons that will
take place with the rest of the CCP learners while the mentor is working with part of this group or
with an individual learner.
These extra lessons will be delivered by the
Maltese/English/Mathematics teacher and should not be a continuation of the subject programme
but hands on activities that consolidate previous or current work. This is important due to the fact
that a number of learners or a single learner pertaining to this group will be with the mentor.
When the CCP Mentor will meet the learners, as a group or one-to-one and they will discuss
progress in pre-set learning outcomes of the different CCP subjects. The subject files containing the
evidence of work and achievements developed by the learners (and kept by the subject teachers for
these learners) will be explored together with the individual learners. The mentor and these
learners will discuss achievements, strengths, difficulties that this evidence is showing. In so doing
the learners will understand where they stand in their learning, what questions need to be asked,
where their strengths lie and what needs to be done to overcome weaknesses. This is intended to
develop the learning to learn competence.
The CCP Mentor will also implement particular programmes with respect to the development of soft
competences. It is recommended that this is done through the development of Independent Living
Skills projects, Creative Expressions projects, Communicative English project and the Career
Education project as explained in the Core Curriculum Programme.
The CCP Mentor will have the flexibility to decide how many lessons out of the four per week will be
dedicated to the projects and how many will be used for learning to learn through the files
evaluations.
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The Key Competences
The Key Competences for lifelong learning incorporate a set of outcomes for knowledge, skills and
attitudes. Each individual should be given the opportunity to develop all these competences in
order to become a lifelong learner, have greater possibilities of being employable and be more
successful both personally and as part of a functioning society.
The following table illustrates the 8 key competences as described in the European framework.
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Defining the Key Competences
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Well Being
Learning for Well-Being describes the journey of learning to realize our unique potential through
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual development in relation to self, others and the
environment. (Core Capacities Learning for Well-Being 2013)
The Core capacities/practices include:


Relaxation



Cultivating sensory awareness



Paying attention



Subtle sensing



Reflection



Listening



Inquiring



Empathy



Discerning patterns and systemic processes

Learning for Well-being comprises the four pillars of Education as described by UNESCO. These are:
1. Learning to Know
2. Learning to Do
3. Learning to live together
4. Learning to be (Delors et al., 1996)
As the capacities are developed, the learners will become capable of identifying their own ways of
continuing to grow and become a whole in the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dimensions.
According to Maslow (1954) however, an individual has a number of pre-requisites before any
learning can occur. Maslow divides these needs into two categories, the deficiency needs
(physiological, safety and security, love and belonging and self-esteem) and the growth needs (selfactualization). Within the first category, each lower need has to be satisfied before moving on to the
next level.
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http://news.rapgenius.com/Abraham-maslow-hierarchy-of-needs-annotated

Maslow insists that one can start working on the growth needs only when the deficiency needs have
been overcome. As one becomes more self-actualized, one becomes wiser and knows how to
behave in different situations.
Norwood (1999) proposed that Maslow's hierarchy can be used to identify the kinds of information
individual's seek at different levels of development. This implies that individuals at the lowest level
seek coping information in order to meet their basic needs. Information or instructions that are not
aimed at satisfying this need is simply ignored.
Individuals at the safety level need helping information and therefore they seek to be safe and
secure. Enlightening information is sought by individuals seeking to meet their belongingness needs.
Quite often this can be found in having their own space or in books or other materials on
relationship development. Empowering information is sought by people at the esteem level. They
are looking for information on how their egos can be developed. Finally, people in the growth levels
of cognitive, aesthetic, and self-actualization seek educational information.
Consequently, the CCP Mentor should collect as much information about the learners as possible
from the different sources available at school. Moreover, the mentor needs to observe the learners
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at work in order to determine where these learners stand in their needs. In so doing, the mentor will
then be in a position to plan what actions should be taken to move the learner to the next level. The
school needs to support the mentor and the students in providing what is necessary in order to
move to the next level.

From Theory to Practice
1. It is essential that the mentor involves the support services available at school such as the
INCO, the Career Advisor, the Learning Zone teacher, the guidance teacher and the
councillor in order to be able to provide the professional advice and help necessary for these
learners. The mentor needs to guide the learners towards the right professionals who can
support them according to the assistance they are in need of. It is therefore advised that the
mentor plans for opportunities of meetings between these professionals and the learners in
order to show them who is available and what is the role they occupy.
2. It is also advised that the learners have their room which they can decorate and feel their
own even if it is not used for all the lessons. This aims at providing the stability that might be
lacking at home. Moreover, the sense of ownership will boost their responsibility. The
learner’s involvement in the decoration of the room seeks to increase their self-esteem since
their opinion in the matter will be valued.
3. Give the learners the opportunity to show their perspective on well-being. Mentors and
teachers need to have a broad acceptance of the learners’ subjective perspective on their
own well-being. Consequently, it is essential that the different potentials and qualities of the
learners are accepted and not redirected to meet the mentor’s or the teachers’ potentials or
assets. A growth mindset will facilitate focus on the strengths and thus give the fundamental
resources these learners need to work within the programme, experience its relevance, use
it and subsequently provide evidence that learning has actually taken place.
4. With regards to addressing the key competences, the mentors are advised to read and
understand the outcomes and design projects during which the learners will be able to
provide evidence of achievement of these outcomes. The projects could incorporate a
number of outcomes from different competences and could also involve other subject
teachers. It is essential that the students are seen in action most of the time and lecturing or
hearing talks will be minimal.
5. Help provided by the LSAs is essential but students should be given the opportunity to do as
much work on their own as possible. It is suggested that the LSA documents on the learner’s
portfolio the degree of help given to the learner in providing the documented evidence such
as… with minimal prompting, with continuous prompting, minimal evidence with
considerable help. Symbols instead of statement s could be used.
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Learning to Learn
Level 1
Area

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning/

learners will have a basic
knowledge of the competences,
knowledge, skills and qualifications
required for a particular work or
career goals. Learning to learn
requires individuals to know and
understand their preferred learning
strategies, the strengths and
weaknesses of their skills and
qualifications, and to be able to
search with assistance the basic
education
and
training
opportunities and the support
most easily available to them.

learners will be able
to
acquire
the
fundamental
basic
skills such as literacy,
numeracy and ICT
that are necessary for
further
learning,
through a mix of
formal approaches, as
well as informal and
non-formal ones in
the workplace.

learners
will
demonstrate
that
they have acquired
the skills at this level
by
working
or
studying under direct
supervision
in
a
structured context.

Activity
Specification

Procedure:
It is suggested that the CCP mentor meets the learners individually at least once every two weeks or
as necessary to discuss the outcomes achieved during lessons. This can be done through the use of
the file in which the subject teachers and the learners themselves record their work. The mentor’s
role in this instant is to induce self-reflection and demonstrate to the learner that one can talk about
the subject even after the lesson. One can reflect and become aware of what has been fully
understood, what is still creating difficulty and what is generating curiosity. The mentor takes one
file at a time and can ask questions about the learning taking place.

Questions that can be asked about subject files
1. What were you learning during this lesson?
2. What did you do to understand it?
3. Which part did you find easiest? Why?
4. Which was the hardest? Why?
5. What questions did you ask?
6. What questions would you still ask now?
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7. Where do you think would you use this?
8. Do you think it is useful to know it? Why?
9. How can you prove that you know it?
10. Would you be able to redo or retell it to me?
11. Did this make you curious about anything else? Would you like to share?
12. How does it feel to know that you have learnt something new?
The questions above will help the mentor and the learner to understand the progressions taking
place all along this course. It will also enable the mentor to understand what to ‘look for’ and what
to observe. This will put the mentor in a position to decide whether the outcomes outlined in the
table hereunder are being achieved.
The following are a number of outcomes of Learning to Learn competence at Level 1 that should be
observed mainly during mentoring. An outcome is thought to be achieved if the learner provides
diverse evidence of its accomplishment.

Outcomes

Observed

know about the requirements for a particular
work or career goals

know and understand her/his preferred
learning strategies
know her/his strengths and talk about them
know the weaknesses and explain them
be able to ask for assistance
find what is the best support

A number of exemplars can be found in the appendix of this document. They can be used during
one to one or during group sessions to aid the learner become conscious of what is being learnt, the
process undertaken, what is achieved, what is the next step and what questions were left
unanswered. This feedback creates consciousness and insight about learning. This self-assessment
is necessary to determine short-term goals and work towards them.
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Let’s think about what I am learning
Name______________________

Date_______________

Part I liked best……………………………………………………………………………………………….

What was confusing……………………………………………………………………………..……..…..

Two things I learned…………………………………………….………………………………….………

One question I have………………………………..…………………………………………………………

I was surprised……………………………………..……………………………………………………………

I already knew about…………………………………………………………………………………………

One thing I know that wasn’t mentioned………………………………………………………….

I’d like to know more about……………………………………………………………………………………

(Gregory, Cameron, Davies, 2011)
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Se naħseb fuq dak li qed nitgħallem
Isem_____________________

Data________________

L-iktar parti li għoġbitni.........................................................................................

Dak li ħawwadni..........................................................................................................

Żewġ affarijiet li tgħallimt.....................................................................................

Mistoqsija li għandi..................................................................................................

Kont sorpriż/a...........................................................................................................

Kont diġa` naf.............................................................................................................

Ħaġa waħda li naf u li ma ssemmietx...................................................................

Nixtieq inkun naf iktar dwar.................................................................................
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Margin Symbols
Use these symbols to show how you feel:
All OK



I need more time



I need help



I can explain this myself



It is very hard

!

Simboli li juru kif inħossni
Uża dawn is-simboli biex turi kif qed tħossok
Kollox tajjeb



Għandi bżonn iktar ħin



Xi ħadd jgħini



Nista’ nispjegaha jien



Veru tqila

!
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Mirroring Me
These cards will help record ideas and questions about the different
subjects/topics and hand them in.

Cloudiest Part
Topic_______________________

The cloudiest part is ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

I remember
Topic _______________________
2 points I remember from last lesson:
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Before I leave
1 thing I have learned

___________________________________________________________
1 question I want to ask
___________________________________________________________

Spider
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Brimba

Imħasseb
Suġġett_______________________

Dak li qed iħassibni hu ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Jien niftakar
Suġġett ______________________
2 punti li niftaker mill-aħħar lezzjoni:
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Qabel nitlaq
Ħaġa li tgħallimt
___________________________________________________________
Mistoqsija li nixtieq nistaqsi
___________________________________________________________
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Prove it!
Make learning visible to both learners and teachers. Prove the growth over time
and talk about this learning. Use different cards at different times.

My Best
Topic________________________
This is my best because

Date______________________ Name__________________________

Steps Forward
Topic________________________
This shows I’m better because

Date______________________ Name__________________________
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Moving Forward
Topic________________________
I started

Now I

Date______________________ Name__________________________

Hard and Easy
Topic________________________
The hardest part was

The easiest part was

Date______________________ Name__________________________
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Dump it!
Topic________________________
I want to dump it because

If I did it again I would

Date______________________ Name__________________________

Teamwork
Topic________________________
I did it with _______________________
I enjoyed working with ___________________ because

Date______________________ Name__________________________
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Urini li veru tgħallimt!
L-aħjar
Suġġett________________________
Dan hu l-aħjar li għamilt għax

Data______________________ Isem__________________________

Passi ‘l quddiem
Suġġett________________________
Dan juri li sejra/sejjer tajjeb għax

Data______________________ Isem__________________________
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Il-mixja
Suġġett________________________
Bdejt minn

Issa

Data______________________ Isem__________________________

Tqil u Ħafif
Suġġett________________________
L-iktar ħaġa tqila kienet

L-iktar ħaġa ħafifa kienet

Data______________________ Isem__________________________
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Armiha!
Suġġett________________________
Irrid narmiha għax

Jekk nerġa’ nagħmilha

Data______________________ Isem__________________________

Ma’ sħabi
Suġġett________________________
Għamiltha ma’ _______________________
Ħadt pjaċir naħdem ma’ ___________________________ għax

Data______________________ Isem__________________________
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Reporting and Conferencing
Work samples from different files are collected in a collaboration exercise
between the mentor and the learner. This gives an amount of control to the
learner. The samples need to show the improvement the learner has undergone
and s/he will share them with someone who cares about her/his learning.
The following can be used as a table of contents.

Select samples that show

Your sample

A strength

Improvement

Successful collaboration

Originality

Other
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[SCHOOL NAME AND DATE]

Conferencing
Dear Parents/Guardians,
You are invited to attend a conference on __________________________. At
this time, the student, parent(s) and teacher(s) will meet together to talk about
the learning that has taken place during the term. The conference will take 15
minutes. Your son/daughter has collected work samples which he/she would
like to show you.
By working together, we can support your son’s/daughter’s learning. I look
forward to seeing you at the conference.

Yours truly,

__________________________________
TEACHER’S SIGNATURE
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[ISEM TAL-ISKOLA U DATA]

Laqgħa dwar it-tagħlim

Għeżież ġenituri,

Intom mistiedna sabiex tattendu għal laqgħa fil-_________________________.
Matul din il-laqgħa, l-istudent, il-ġenituri u l-għalliema se jitkellmu dwar ittagħlim li sar matul dawn it-tliet xhur li għaddew. Il-laqgħa se ddum 15-il
minuta. It-tifla/tifel ġabar xi xogħolijiet tiegħu u jixtieq jurihom lilkom. Meta
naħdmu flimkien, inkunu nistgħu ngħinu fit-tagħlim tat-tifla/tifel tiegħek.
Nittama li tkun tista’ taddendi għal din il-laqgħa.
Dejjem tiegħek,

__________________________________
FIRMA TAL-GĦALLIEM/A
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Record of the books I read this month _____________________

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

I liked ______________________ best because _____________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________.
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Kotba li qrajt dan ix-xahar_____________________

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Għoġobni ______________________ l-iktar għax_____________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________.
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Social and Civic Competence
Level 1
Area
Communication

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

learners will have:

learners will be able to:

learners will:

− a basic awareness of − report on an incident
interpersonal
orally;
communications;
− take part in one-to-one and
− basic knowledge of small
group
informal
simple reports related discussions;
to work;
− express an opinion in an
− the basic use and informal and known group
significance
of setting;
nonverbal
− take part in one-to-one
communication.
informal interviews;

- communicating orally
effectively
with
colleagues
in
the
workplace;
- understanding direct
instructions;
- writing simple reports
related to work.

− express own on known
topic to a known audience;
− respond appropriately to
others, observe and act on
clear and direct information
received;
− fill out forms requiring
basic personal information;
− write short messages based
on familiar work situations.
Working
others

with learners will have:

learners will be able to:

learners will:

−
basic
conflict − relate constructively at the − show respect to
management skills;
work place;
superiors;
− an awareness of − understand the nature of
teamwork
and key relationships in the work
cooperation in the place;
workplace;
−
heed
advice
from
− the understanding of superiors;
the basic signs of
− become aware of impact
harassment and abuse.
and key consequences of

−
demonstrate
attitudes of dealing
constructively
with
criticism;
− show respect to the
needs of others.
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actions on others;
− practise key ways of
working with others;
− observe and act on the
various signs of harassment
and abuse.
Problem Solving

learners
know/have:

will learners will be able to:

learners will:

− handle jobs that involve − showing readiness to
time oral and simple written read texts to gain
knowledge about the
instructions;
workplace;
− basic decision making; − read a simple employee
− showing interest in
handbook;
− basic problem solving.
writing for specific
− use prompted stages of purposes;
problem solving;
−
making
simple
− know procedure to be decisions and solving
followed in making a simple problems with
complaint;
guidance;
−
basic
management;

−
utilise
time
more − performing tasks
effectively in the work place; with
guidance
to
specified standards.
− identify skills of basic
decision making and knowing
the consequences of own
decisions;
− recognise the existence,
nature and scope of a
concrete problem;
−
identify
objectives.
SelfManagement

learners
know/have:

relevant

will learners will be able to:

− identify how basic personal
− knowledge of basic safety and safety of others
health and safety rules are threatened in the
for personal safety and workplace;
safety of others in the
− knowing how to deal with
workplace;
dangers encountered in the
− awareness of bullying workplace;
and teasing in the work
− learn basic first aid skills

learners will:
- following procedures
related to safety and
bullying
in
the
workplace;
- caring for own and
others’ property;
- being punctual in the
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place;

related to minor injuries;

− ground rules in the − know how to make a
telephone call for emergency
workplace;
services;
−
the
negative
implications of smoking; − protect oneself and others
from bullying;
− the concept of
dependency, tolerance − protect own and others’
and addiction;
property;
− the effects of alcohol − practise punctuality in the
and drugs;
workplace;

workplace;
demonstrating
assertiveness
in
choices
regarding
smoking, alcohol and
other
habit-forming
substances;
demonstrating
responsible
sexual
behaviour.

− why people abuse − respect smoking rules;
drugs
(i.e.
peer
− plan and manage personal
pressure);
use of alcohol;
− awareness of personal
− refrain from taking drugs;
limits of intimacy.
− establish personal limits of
intimacy.
Civic Skills

learners
know/have:

will learners will be able to:

− develop a sense of
− how violence can arise responsibility
in
the
with different people workplace;
and
in
different
− refuse to resort to violence
situations;
in the workplace;
− the environment in
− respect other workers and
the workplace;
accept differences;
− the rights of animals;
− take part in the
− appreciation of the development
of
right of association of organisational rules;
workers and the role of
−
care
about
the
trade unions.
environment
in
the
workplace;

learners will:
− practise a sense of
responsibility in the
workplace;
− practise how to
handle conflict without
being aggressive;
− practise ways of
working together and
develop a sense of
belonging;
−
protect
environment of
workplace;

the
the

− discuss the pros of
− consider the issue of joining
and/or
animal rights;
participating in a trade
union.
− make an informed choice
on whether to join and/or
participate in a trade union.
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Ideas for projects
Investigate and report if 13-16 years old students drink alcohol or smoke.
Decide upon any project to work develop as a class. Identify golas, roles, speak about the
different tasks performed by the different roles, present the end product and list how the
project was managed.
Organise a debate between employers and employees to decide upon conditions of work.
Identify the role of a trade union and create a union. Analyse short case studies and come
up with trade union actions.
Spend a day at a work place in the local community. Create a concept map before the
experience and then amend it after the experience to include what has been learnt.
Compare and Contrast two ways of caring for animals.
Distinguish between two behaviours on the work place. Create posters to encourage good
behaviour.
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Entrepreneurship
Level 1
Area

Knowledge

Motivation and Learners
Initiative
know/have:

Critical Thinking

Skills
will Learners will be able to:

Competences
Learners will:

• Recognize values like
• Awareness of own honesty and integrity
personal characteristics
• Recognize different forms
and qualities
of social and economic
• Ability to respond to activities
stimulated curiosity of
• Use tools/instruments
how things work
necessary to produce
• Initiative to carry out
necessary tasks under
full supervision

• Be able to carry out a
responsible role in
peer group

Learners
know/have:

will Learners will be able to:

Learners will:

Learners
know/have:

will Learners will be able to:

• Be able to know what
learner can do best
• Understand and
follow
instructions
successfully.

• Recognise different kinds • Distinguish between
• Ability to understand of work situations
different jobs and
task processes
workplaces
•Distinguish
between
• Ability to decide on employment
and
self- • Describe major tasks
ways
of
own employment
jobs entail as in
retailing,
teaching,
possibilities
• Choose role in productive
nursing, etc.
• Ability to recognize organisation
limits
of
own
• Be able to carry out
roles for chosen tasks,
possibilities
be
able to seek
guidance for other
skills required
Creativity

Learners will:

• Identify resources available • Understanding and
• Ability to envisage a create a new product
following instructions
different process for
successfully
• Identify the proper tools
making a product
• Use tools to create
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• Ability to identify required for a task
variety of tools available

simple
layouts, etc

patterns,

•Identify
new
processes to carry out
tasks.
Organisation

Learners
know/have:

will Learners will be able to:

Learners will:

• Understand the need to •Perform
tasks
• Appreciation of work plan work tasks
according to work
plans
plans
• Understand necessity for
• Combine resources coordinating
efforts
of • Understanding and
available to attain a different actors towards following instructions
attainment of a common successfully
tangible result
goal
• Ability to participate
• Participating actively
in formulation of a work • Contribute towards the in
organizing
and
carrying out a service
plan
setting up of the work plan
under supervision such
as
preparing
and
serving a meal in a
restaurant.
• Preparing for the
pertinent part of the
plan

Ideas for projects
Develop a plan of action (baking cookies or cakes, do smoothies, do artefacts or crafts and
sell them) to raise money for an outing.
Budget an amount of money to purchase necessities for an outing/meal preparation.
Organise and perform a service at school or in the community.
Collaborate with the Social Studies teacher and create a small enterprise.
Evaluate different situations where the difference between employment and selfemployment are perceived. Analyse and discuss both situations for the advantages and the
challenges one might face. Create a poster that depicts both situations and show your bias.
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Collaborate with the Geography teacher and develop a small agro project such as sowing a
patch of land and creating a school kitchen garden.
http://www.fao.org/docrep/012/i1118e/i1118e07.htm
Investigate different employments. Explain what tasks are performed, why they are needed
in society and the tools and resources needed for these tasks.
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Cultural Awareness and Expression
Level 1
Area

Knowledge

Culture
and learners will know/have:
the Expressive
- a basic knowledge of major
Arts
national cultural works,
including
popular
contemporary culture as an
important part of human
history;
- awareness of the important
contribution of local artists,
others involved in the
creative process, cultural
communities,
and
organisations that support
the work and their central
role in nurturing the
diversity
of
cultural
expressions;

Skills

Competences

learners will be able learners will:
to:
−
producing
cultural
− express themselves artefacts consistent with
artistically through a the individual’s abilities
variety
of
media and lifelong learning and
consistent with the workplace needs;
individual’s abilities;
− accepting and respecting
− choose cultural diversity
of
cultural
expression (by word or expression,
within
a
framework of democracy,
image) freely;
tolerance, social justice
− appreciate that and
mutual
respect
different peoples and between peoples and
groups have different
cultures as a means of
cultures and sub- ensuring
peace
and
cultures.
security at the local and
national levels.

- awareness of cultural
diversity as a defining
characteristic of humanity
and of the cultural heritage
of communities as the
bearers of the traditions.
Culture
and learners will know/have:
the Workplace
- the basic expectations and
practices in leadership,
decision-making,
organisation
and
role
differentiation, third-party
relationship and personal
presentation that impact on
one’s effective performance;

learners will be able Learners will:
to:
− projecting a positive
- distinguish between self-image as a fellow
different
roles, worker, under direct
responsibilities,
supervision;
methods
of
communication and − projecting a positive
forms of presentation image of the workplace
(including
personal under direct supervision;
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- how work really gets done appearance) to ensure − working effectively
effective
personal within a culturally diverse
on a day to day basis.
team
under
direct
performance.
supervision.

Ideas for projects
Explore different cultures through music, dance, food, language, films.
Develop an exhibition to display a variety of traditions of different cultures.
Express oneself through the development of various artefacts using clay as a medium.
Express oneself through painting, creation of murals, comics.
Discussing case studies that display various scenarios of social injustices, tolerance, lack of
respect.
Organise group work in which members occupy different roles: leader, opinion seeker,
initiator, and communicator.
Perform role plays to act out different scenes on the work place including leadership roles
and to show how decisions are taken in a democratic manner.
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Independent Living Projects
Independent living projects are a number of projects intended to enable the acquisition of
social and civic competence together with entrepreneurship competence. Knowledge,
skills and competences required for an independent life in which individuals can participate
in an effective and constructive manner in both the social and the working aspects are
identified. The projects will address issues like communication and teamwork and thus
learners will need to work together portraying the needs of diverse societies and resolving
conflicts as they arise. Learners will work on projects during which they experience civic and
democratic concepts. Moreover, to do this, they will need to employ critical thinking and
find several ways how to go about solving problems and get things done. They will have to
show a sense of initiative which will reveal their motivation, creativity and organisation
skills.
The projects may include:
o Managing personal finances and budgeting
o Going shopping at a supermarket
o Decide priorities
o Consumer education, including buying and selling online
o Managing a household
o Caring for personal needs
o Safety awareness including road safety
o First aid
o Purchasing, preparing and consuming food
o Caring for clothing
o Responsible citizenship
o Getting around in the community
o Eating at a restaurant.
Oral-guided questionnaires, informal interviews, simple oral presentations and role
plays will help provide evidence for both mentor and learner that progression is
happening. In this way, achievements are identified and weakness can be planned
for and addressed.
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